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Abstract. Reconfigurable software systems are usually responsible for realizing many kinds of client
requests. As the complexity of such systems architecture, using mathematical analysis is difficult to directly
analyze its availability. Therefore, this paper describes a simulation method to analysis the availability of
reconfigurable software systems. Firstly, based on structural features of the reconfigurable software systems,
build the system model, then simulate running states of software systems, and build the dynamic process of
systems. Finally, monitor state variables in the simulation to analyze system availability.
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1. Introduction
With the diversification of user requirements, and in order to improve software usability, configurable
software systems have become a trend. In order to improve software availability and configurability [1],
configurable software systems is widely applied, users can configure the software system availability and
system availability metrics more and more attention.
Now, more reconfigurable software systems used in network software. Such software systems ability to
provide services through the network has great importance. Therefore, the protection of the availability of
such software systems and robustness is very necessary. For operators, the system is running, it is necessary
to consider the availability as an important factor [2].
However, the configurable architecture of software systems failure in the system can be reconfigured so
that the availability analysis of software systems becomes complex, difficult to direct its usability studies [3,
4]. To this end, we propose a configurable software system for modeling and simulation, monitoring of state
variables in the simulation process, in order to analyze the availability of configurable software systems.

2. Reconfigurable Software Systems Model
Reconfigurable software systems is the software system failure occurs when the system is re-configured
for rapid re-configuration. Through the re-configuration can not only improve system availability, making
the face a variety of failure, local conditions enable the appropriate configuration [5], and in some special
cases, can make the system function has more to do a completely different change tasks.
Most of these systems is the use of modular design, composed by the elements. Because with the
large-scale parallel computing and distributed programming technologies, the phenomenon of software
modules works together more and more. Individual components can only complete a simple function, but in
practical applications, often require multiple components together to complete a service. If the function of a
component failure occurs, the corresponding service can’t be completed. So the system is mostly composed
of multiple components.
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The system can meet the needs of users at various levels, with a rapid response capability: a software
system can be configured a variety of user needs, in order to adapt to different user needs, we must improve
the system software from the configurability [6]. In addition, the system must be based on changes in the
environment, adopt appropriate strategies to achieve the appropriate response to the external environment.
Software system can be configured to be applied more network software. Assuming such network
software system is composed by a series of nodes, nodes and paths between nodes form the basis of the
entire network software system for the performance of the system is very important. Building the system
model, nodes and paths between nodes must be considered.
Therefore, when considering the configuration of the system, must be routes between nodes and nodes as
the basic element. Among them, Ni represents the system nodes, where i implies the node number. Rij
represents the routes between Ni and Nj. And, Pi represents the failure rate of nodes or routes. Therefore, the
software systems configuration is a collection of interconnected nodes and routes, which is represented as W,
where W can be described as:
W
N ：N N ，R
(1)

Fig.1 Example of Reconfigurable Software Systems Model

Shown in Figure 1, the software system configuration, user node1 to accept user's input request, and use
node 3 to offer the services. In the example users connect to the service via node 1, connection 1-4, node 4
and connection 3-4. Thus, the initial configuration of the system is given by:
W1

R

N
N1，N3，N4 ，
N1，N4 ， N4，N3 ， N2，N4 ， N1，N2

(2)

3. Software systems reconfiguration process
For the software systems model, it is necessary to describe the failure of logic. The failure of logic used
to determine whether the failure of a node failure affects the whole mission, as a key node into the node and
non-critical node; when the critical node failure, can lead to the failure of the entire mission [6].The
non-critical node is the node failure occurs, but also by re-configuring other nodes to complete the call to the
appropriate function module. In the above systems, N1 failure will cause the entire system can’t complete its
function, therefore, the software system, N1 as the key node. N3 provides server functionality but can have
other nodes to complete, so N3 is non-critical node.
The software systems can be configured when the software is some non-critical nodes failure occurs, the
system reconfiguration, change the original configuration, making the occurrence of failure to timely update
the system based configuration and restore its function. For example, a node occurs when the system fails,
the system provides functionality to change the node from other nodes to provide [7]. This time, the system
configuration becomes W ':
(3)
N ：N N ，R
N ：N
W
W′
failed ，R
Where R’ is the set of routes obtained from R by eliminating all those passing through failure nodes.
When the route failures, the software systems configuration becomes W’’:
(4)
N ：N N ，R′′
N ：N N ，R
W′′
W
Where R’’ is the set of routes obtained from R by eliminating all failure routes.
As a result of failure of node 3, the system degrades to the following, obtained by applying (3) to the
above:
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(5)
N
N1，N2，N4 ，
R
N1，N4 ， N2，N4 ， N1，N2
By similar reasoning, it is possible to determine the configuration when connection 1-4 fails and the
system is rerouted to 1-2 and 2-4, given by equation (6). It is also possible to reconfigure the system to
accommodate both the failure of node 3 and of connection 1-2. This is given by equation (7). It should be
noted that the failures do not affect the routes necessary for reconfiguration, so the service is kept available.
W2

W3
W4
W5

R
R
R

N
N1，N2，N3，N4，N5 ，
N1，N2 ， N2，N3 ， N2，N4 ， N1，N2 ， N4，N5
N
N1，N2，N4，N5 ，
N1，N2 ， N2，N4 ， N2，N4 ， N1，N2 ， N4，N5
N
N1，N2，N3 ，
N1，N2 ， N2，N3 ， N1，N2 ， N4，N5

(6)
(7)
(8)

Fig.2 Example of reconfiguration of software systems

4. Simulation of Software Systems
In the reconfigurable software system as shown in Figure 1, the failure probability of nodes and routes is
random. Assuming the failure rates of nodes and paths are equal (exponentially distributed). And the nodes
and the routes are known as system components.
1) Assuming the software system and path of the node number n, the simulation run time T=0, it
can produce n-sample of the basic components of the failure time, small to large order is:
t1 t2 t3
(8)
2) Put the failure parts into failure states in the small to large order of the failure times, and then
determine whether the key component parts, if key components, the system failure; if not the key
components, then under state transition can be configured, the system is updated to the new
configuration, and continue to run the simulation [7].
3) If the simulation process, the failure of essential components have led to system failure. Assume
that the system repair time which is represented as t_fix obey the positive normal distribution.
Reconfiguration is again performed after the system is repaired, to bring back the original
configuration. And run the simulation until the simulation time to run to the specified value TIME.
Through the simulation, the systems availability can be gained, which is presented as A:
T_
A
(9)
TIME

Where T_s is the systems successfully running time, and TIME means the full simulation time. The
assumption that the various components of the system failure rate in exponential distribution, so the failure
of systems has a certain randomness.
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Reconfigurable software system shown in Figure 1, running simulation program, based on changes in the
failure rate can be used to compare the level of availability. And the simulation parameters of reconfigurable
software systems are shown in table 1, with the systems running time is 100 minutes:
Tab.1 Availability Parameters of Reconfigurable Software Systems
Unit

Number of failures

Time of failure(min)

Successfully Running
time(min)

Availability(%)

Node1

7

6.77

93.23

0.9323

Node2

4

3.56

96.44

0.9644

Node3

13

15.97

84.03

0.8403

Node4

17

20.20

79.80

0.7980

Node5

7

7.54

92.46

0.9246

And also, through the simulation, the availability of the example systems with the change of the running
time can be get, which is shown in figure 3.

Fig.3 Availability of the example reconfigurable software systems

5. Conclusions
Reconfigurable software
systems,
because
of
its complexity
and
dynamics,
it
is
difficult to measure using the method of mathematical analysis of the availability of such systems. And
because the system failure is going to avoid as much as possible, the simulation method can reduce
the resources and manpower expenses. So early in the design of software systems, developers can
use simulation methods to assess the system availability.
In engineering practice, the simulation analysis of software systems can help to find a
good re-configuration as possible to reduce or avoid software failures may occur. So this method can be used
to optimize the system configuration, improve system availability, enhance system maintainability.
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